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The world of buildings is connecting
with smart technology faster than
ever before. Buildings once simply
provided shelter for people to live,
learn, and work. However, since
1983 when the City Place Building
in Hartford, Connecticut, USA was
named as the world’s first intelligent
building, the race to improve
infrastructure IQ is now moving

forward at great pace.

Smart buildings are now intelligent structures that improve occupant safety
and experience, manage energy consumption, internally self-service and
actively communicate with elements outside their walls to interact with
environmental conditions and societies.
With the global smart buildings market projected to grow from $66.3 billion
(USD) in 2020 to $108.9 billion by 2025, a compounded growth rate of 10.5%
(Globenewswire, 2020), such growth shows a mounting focus on the built
environment being key towards achieving national and global sustainability
targets, with the collective contest being well led by Singapore.
In 2020, the Institute for Management Development (IMD) inaugural Smart
City Index declared Singapore as the smartest nation in the world, out of 109
nations and cities. Its Smart Nation initiative was launched in 2014 by Prime
Minister Lee Hsien Loong, and three years later
received a government injection of SGD$2.4 billion.
As the government targets 80% of its buildings to be
certified as green, under its Green Mark scheme by
2030, the smart journey is now well underway.
Returning for its 4th year, and in collaboration with
REDAS, the Smart Buildings Conference comes at a
unique time as we go from lockdown to rebound as
buildings prepare to reopen and bring a safe and
engaging return for so many. With leading voices
from the smart buildings world delivering over
truly thought-leading sessions, professionals can
collaborate over high-level content as we discuss
Singapore’s intelligent infrastructure journey as it
continues making strides from concept to reality.

Day 1 Programme
Intelligent infrastructure – from concept to reality
Tuesday 2 November 2021
Time zone: SGT
08:30
09:00
09:15

Registration and virtual networking
Welcome remarks from Conference Chair
Stephen Wong, Vice President - PCC, SE Asia, AECOM Cost Consulting & Project Management
Opening RICS keynote address
Chris Nicholl FRICS, Market Director – Asia Pacific, RICS

09:20

Opening REDAS keynote address
Tan Swee Yiow, 1st Vice President, REDAS

09:25

Virtual networking and exhibition break
Panel session: Rebuilding trust – why smart buildings can unlock and maintain a safe return to the
workplace
Home offices quickly became the new workplace as measures to supress the spread of COVID. However,
as we begin to emerge out of lockdown, developers, owners and tenants are forced to rethink the way
buildings are reopened and operated.

09:35

In recent years, the focus on tenant wellbeing has taken the spotlight in the commercial real estate (CRE)
sector, even prior to the pandemic. With some buildings running on changed capacities and
accommodating physical distancing, daily operations have been forced into short and long-term change.
So how do smart buildings offer and maintain a safe and engaging return to the workplace? Are
organisations and owners right to rely on IoT and smart technologies to lead the return?
Moderator:
René Hillig MRICS, Managing Director & Market Head Singapore, Arcadis
Panellists:
Professor Tai Lee Siang, Head of Pillar, Architecture & Sustainable Design, Singapore University of
Technology and Design
Simon Long, Director - Digital & Technology, CBRE SEA
Ben Hamley, Future of Work Lead - Asia-Pacific, JLL
Guillaume Estegassy, Global Lead - Smart Places, Microsoft Industry Solutions

10:15

10:25

Virtual networking and exhibition break
Designing ahead: The architecture of our common home
Real estate is one of the oldest and most established asset classes, however even the most stable assets
need to innovate rather than simply rely on what has worked in the past. Peng Beng and Belinda will be
sharing about their vision of how cities of the future can be designed with smartness that respects the
integral development of Earth and humanity. They will share their work from the context of design,
technology and the economy. Peng Beng and Belinda will also speak about their vision of a city that is
designed for common health as well as common wealth.
Khoo Peng Beng, Architect & Director, ARC Studio Architecture + Urbanism
Belinda Huang, Architect & Director, ARC Studio Architecture + Urbanism

11:05

11:15

Virtual networking and exhibition break
Spotlight session: CapitaSpring, Singapore
CapitaSpring, the newest 280-metre-tall landmark rising above Singapore’s skyline, will be the latest
premium Grade A office development in the CBD. Equipped with building features and innovative

technologies to enhance workplace wellness and actively conserve water and energy, reducing greenhouse
gases and carbon footprint. But, what makes it so smart? What can other buildings learn from
CapitaSpring?
Chow Chee Khang, Head - Project Development & Design (M&E/Retail/Indonesia/Malaysia/Japan),
CapitaLand Development Singapore Project Development - Centre of Excellence (M&E/C&S)
11:55

Virtual networking and exhibition break

Panel session: A bright future for Intelligent Building Proactive Energy Management (IBPEM)
Buildings in Singapore are responsible for half of the country’s electricity consumption, making energy
consumption one of the key focuses in intelligent buildings. This session delivers expert insight on IBPEM
and how artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms are employed to perform smart data
analytics to detect various anomalies and fault patterns in buildings.
12:05

Moderator:
Daryl Oo, Director - Sales, Accounts & Marketing – SmartCities, Surbana Jurong
Panellists:
Dr Georgios Kapogiannis, Head of Thought Leadership – International Markets Development, Glodon
Bailing Zhang, Head of Smart Building - Singapore Smart City Infrastructure Practice, Envision Digital
Hoe Boon Chye, CEO, Barghest Building Performance

12:45

Conference Chair’s closing remarks

13:00

Close of Conference Day 1

Day 2 Programme
Intelligent infrastructure – from concept to reality
Wednesday 3 November 2021
Time zone: SGT
08:30

Registration and virtual networking
Welcome remarks from Conference Chair

09:00

Eugene Seah Hsiu-Min FRICS, Managing Director - Smart City Solutions & Senior Director - Special Projects,
Surbana Jurong

09:10

Keynote address: The smart building effect on surveyors – what change does intelligent infrastructure
bring?
Changes in the intelligent buildings sector have been occurring faster than many of the traditional real
estate support structures of consultants and contractors can keep up with. As one of the globally
recognised professions in constructing, managing and valuing real estate, this keynote address details why
understanding a new smart operating environment is vital for surveyors as they continue to provide key
advice to commissioners, occupiers, investors and lenders.
Pierpaolo Franco, Vice President - International Markets Development, Glodon

09:30

09:35

Virtual networking and exhibition break
Smart and Sustainable – How Green Mark 2021 bridges the divide
This session delivers a key overview of Green Mark 2021, a key national lever in the delivery of the
Singapore Green Plan for the Built Environment. Green Mark, a leading rating tool re-imagined for the
decade of climate action ahead. It adopts a holistic view of socio-environmental issues, aligned with the
outcomes of United Nation (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), sustainable finance taxonomies
and recommendations within the Taskforce for Climate Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Green Mark
2021 has a core focus on data and intelligence, to facilitate easy, seamless, and secure certification, and a
connected data driven built environment. From measurement of whole life carbon, digital design,
construction and asset management through a common data environment, real-time optimisation, and
importantly, data ethics.
Ar. Benjamin Henry Towell FRICS, Deputy Director, Building and Construction Authority

10:15

10:25

Virtual networking and exhibition break
Securing smart buildings - cyber security, anonymity and data regulation
Smart buildings are connected assets. With such benefits like occupant comfort and safety to improved
efficiency and sustainability, the proliferation of smart building technology does increase the risk of a
cyberattack on vulnerable endpoints that need to be protected. But what risks and vulnerabilities come
from increasing the intelligence of existing and new infrastructure? This session delivers the key
considerations for a smart but secure future for real estate.
Alvin Ng, Vice President & General Manager, Digital Solutions - Asia Pacific, Johnson Controls

11:05

11:15

Virtual networking and exhibition break
Panel session: Investment & ESG radar – is smart money going on greener buildings?
As world economies gear up for a low carbon future, what impact does this have on decision making for
investor and developers? The rise of ESG-related concerns has driven the shift from the traditional bottom
line thinking to a new sustainable triple bottom line mindset.
Landlords and developers are now increasingly able to access green financing schemes, offering benefits
such as lower long-term borrowing costs. In Singapore, issuance of real estate green financing loans has

surged more than eight-fold, from SGD 785 million in 2017 to SGD 6.6 billion in 2020 (JLL, 2021). This
session delivers expert insight into the new wave of green investment, it’s viability and position within the
future of real estate investment.
Moderator: Kangxin Ong, Partner, Allen & Gledhill
Panellists:
Dr Henry Chin, Global Head of Investor Thought Leadership & Head of Research APAC, CBRE
Esther An, Chief Sustainability Officer, City Developments Ltd
Mehrunisa Zafar, Vice President, Institutional Banking Group, DBS Bank
11:55

Virtual networking and exhibition break

Panel session: Smarter Facilities Management – can it revolutionise FM?
There is a vested interest from building owners to develop smart buildings which cater to varied occupier
experiences. With the shift to integrated digital ecosystems, organisations can focus more so on end value
now more than ever. This session explores all facilities management considerations impacting occupier
experience and value.
12:05

Moderator: Johnny Goh FRICS, Head – Corporate Real Estate Services, IHH Healthcare
Panellists:
Vivek Satpathi, Head of Technology Account Management - Asia Pacific, JLL
Eugene Seah Hsiu-Min FRICS, Managing Director - Smart City Solutions & Senior Director - Special Projects,
Surbana Jurong
Christopher Loh, Senior Director – Facilities Management, C&W Services

12:45

Conference Chair’s closing remarks

13:00

Close of Conference

